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Introduction
My name is Brenna Cook and I am a 23 year old Canadian student
studying at the University of Glasgow as part of the Master of Philosophy
program in Textile Conservation. As the title implies, this course is
focused on Textiles however more general principles of preventive
conservation are also included for study. Personally I am very interested
in pre-twentieth century Western costume and I explore this interest by
recreating historically accurate clothing from the past in my spare time.
The skills and knowledge I have gained through my hobby have helped
me tremendously with developing my skills in the conservation lab. I
intend to return to my home country when I have completed this course
with sufficient educational qualifications to begin work as a textile
conservator with the government of Canada or another major national
institution like the Canadian Museum of Civilization. I was informed about
the Zibby Garnett Travelling Fellowship through multiple course instructors
who brought it to my attention.

Study Trip
My study trip took place in Paris at the Musée Galliera which is the
municipal museum of fashion. Most of my time was be spent in the
conservation lab working on textiles in preparation for future exhibitions. In
my free time I endeavored to visit historical sites and museums in and
around Paris. I also traveled to Versailles on two occasions. I spent two
weekends outside of Paris, one in Bruges and the second in Rheims.
During my study trip I wished to experience working full-time in a
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conservation lab as well as get some sense of French culture. I also
wished to explore and document dress history whenever the opportunity
presented itself. The total cost of my study trip was £4,804.64. The Zibby
Garnett Travelling Felowship generously contributed twice the amount I
initially applied for totaling £1,500. Additionally I received a stipend from
the city of Paris totaling €417.09 or about £358.56 per month of my four
month long stage, or internship. The remaining cost was covered by
personal funds.

Body of Report
I was fortunate to complete my placement with the Musée Galliera
in Paris, France. As part of the system of Parisian municipal museums,
the Galliera focuses on the clothing of the upper classes of the past and
haute couture of the present. The collection grew out of the Society for the
History of Costume which together with the city of Paris was received as a
gift from French artist Maurice Leloir in 1920. The collections consist of
costume and related items of dress. The majority of these objects date to
the eighteenth century but the collections span 500 years including
clothing by current designers. While the museum has a permanent exhibit
location, during my placement it was in the middle of a several years-long
renovation and was closed. The normal function of the museum is to have
constant temporary exhibitions in this permanent exhibit space as well as
contributing to various external exhibitions. The decision to a constantly
turnover displays was deliberately made in response to the delicate nature
of the mainly textile objects. The Galliera continued to participate in
external exhibitions on an international level during my placement.
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The nature of the Galliera, with only temporary exhibits and a
heavy emphasis on costume, has a clear affect on the conservation
initiatives carried out. The conservation team is made up of a group of
conservation technicians whose focus is preventive conservation and
collections management, the conservators, as well as a smaller team of
seamstresses who undertake costume mounting. Musée Galliera’s
services department, which is made up of the aforementioned sections, is
designed to facilitate the constantly changing exhibitions. The preventive
conservation team is physically located in a space dedicated to suction
and surface cleaning and the staff often spend long hours in the storage
spaces located underground. The spaces that the preventive conservation
staff work in are designed for the constant flow of objects in and out of
storage and for the necessary tasks to protect the collection and storage
environment. The conservators are generally located in two laboratory
spaces, one a wet lab and one dry. Only rarely is wet cleaning carried out
due to the multi-layered and complex nature of most of the objects, so the
wet lab essentially functions as additional space for other conservation
activities.

The main lab where I completed the majority of my treatments
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As of this writing the conservation team is made up of two
individuals, Sylvie Brun who specializes in textiles and acted as my
supervisor, and Camille Lallemand, a specialist in paper and leather.
During my time there, the conservation department also contained the
highest number of stagiaires among all service areas. The mounting
section is located in what appears to be the largest open physical area.
This is due in part to the space needed to contain fully dressed
mannequins, but also due to the room’s function as storage for the
mannequins and the large collection of reproduction underpinnings.
Interestingly, among the stock of underpinnings there are also original
garments from the late nineteenth century onwards that are not treated as
objects but are instead used and stored in the same manner as those
modern reproductions sewn in the last 25 years.
For my course I was asked to create some learning objectives in
order to direct my time during m placement. They are a useful tool here for
evaluating my experiences in France. My learning objectives were as
follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To expand the amount of treatments completed
To document these treatments in the interest of recording and
examining learning
To experience the unique challenges of working with costume
To work within the confines of the resources available in a
museum-focused lab
To use exposure to the collection as an opportunity to learn about
object composition and manufacturing processes
To gain experience with the different methods employed in a
French conservation lab
To expand conservation vocabulary in both English and French
To gain exposure to conservation labs in Paris in addition to the
host lab

Some of these learning objectives are not unique to the Musée Galliera
and others are. However, the Galliera is uniquely suited to provide all of
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these objectives for learning. The combination of the focus on costume,
style of treatments undertaken, the cultural aspects offered by this type of
institution and the geographic location of Musée Galliera combine to
create a unique experience. In total I spent 17 weeks working in the atelier
de restauration of the Musée Galliera and completed a total of 25
treatments. For the purposes of this report I would like to discuss those
that I feel enhanced to my learning and that contributed particularly to my
experience.
While the vast
majority of my time was
spent undertaking
treatments for the exhibit
“Le XVllliéme au gout du
jour” at the Grand
Trianon in Versailles, I
also completed the
treatment of objects for
other ongoing. My first
week was spent assisting
my supervisor with the
condition reports of
objects that had been

At Versailles while visiting the completed
exhibit.

selected as possible additions to the Versailles exhibit. My tasks during
this time were to assist with the handling and packing of the objects as
well as photography. The most challenging aspect of this work took place
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in the discussions with my supervisor as she quizzed me on estimating
how long certain treatments might take. The main piece of advice she
gave me was to break down the treatment into various stages and then to
evaluate those individual stages. She also issued her predictions on the
scale of days and occasionally half days however the vast majority of
estimates were in whole days. While accuracy is necessary to make this
sort of exercise of value, generally I did not find this time scale to be an
inaccurate representation of how long treatments took. The was a very
valuable exercise in time management and project planning.

Examples of Treatments Undertaken
The first treatment I undertook was the lining of a hat created by
Paul Poiret in the early 20th century. My supervisor felt that I had sufficient
experience to begin with a three dimensional object and this was my first.
The object was constructed of layers of pleated ribbon and thick metallic
ribbon stitched to cotton net. To sufficiently support the hat for display,
Sylvie requested that I line the hat with a layer of nylon net. Together we
discussed the selection of materials to be used however the options were
limited and luckily there was a pre-dyed piece of net that we decided
would work well. As I began to examine how to go about lining this object,
the challenge of working with three-dimensional objects became clear.
The hat was made up of three pieces; a central rectangle than ran
from the forehead to the back of the head and two semi-circular panels on
either side of the head. The thickness and variety of the trim would make it
very difficult to take an accurate pattern from the outside. In this case the
object was sturdy enough to be turned inside out. Once inside out and
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supported with tissue paper, it was possible to pin the net to the object,
stitch it down, and trim away the excess. This also allowed for the raw
edges of the net to be enclosed as the edges of the central rectangle were
folded under and laid on top of the two semi-circular side pieces

.

Outside and inside of GAL 2005.8.23 after treatment

Prior to lining the hat, there were a couple of places where the stitching
holding the trim to the net had given way. To prevent further stitching
coming undone and to remove the possibility of something catching in the
open seam, it was decided to re-stitch these seams. I had great difficulty
with the selection of thread for this task and would continue to have the
same difficulty during several treatments until I was able to adjust to the
very narrow options available. There were only two types of thread for
stitching. Both were of silk and one was quite fine hair silk while the other
was relatively heavy thread, thicker than commercial sewing threads. In
the case of this hat I was very concerned with giving adequate support
since the metallic trim was quite heavy. I chose to use the heavier weight
of silk. While it fulfilled it's function, for part of a seam I was stitching
through a flat piece of silk ribbon using the original stitching holes and I
found that the thread was really too heavy for this task. An alternative
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would have been to use the thinner hair silk for the entire seam, as later
found it to be the more advantageous option for various reasons, or even
to use the hair silk on just the part of the seam that crossed the ribbon.
Looking back I found that perhaps the stability of the object was less of a
concern than I originally thought and that the stress might not have been
as severe.
I continued to treat a few small objects and did not have any
decisions that I now feel unsure of until I began to work on larger pieces of
costume for the exhibit at Versailles. I began work on a series of men’s
ensembles. They were generally multi-piece ensembles that could were
various combinations of breeches, waistcoat, and coat although only one
example had all three pieces. One of the main areas in need of treatment
was the buttonholes, especially as these would be subject to stress during
the mounting process. The first was GAL 1977.3.1. In this case many of
the buttonholes on the breeches were in need of protection. My supervisor
suggested I simply re-sew the buttonholes. Again I chose the heavier
weight of silk, concerned about the amount of stress placed on the
buttonholes. Looking back I feel that the-thick thread entirely obscures the
original features found around the buttonholes. Additionally, the original
stitch holes were not sufficiently visible to be re-used in this case so the
new silk thread created new holes that were made all the larger for my
choice of thread. After completing this treatment I felt unsatisfied with
these aspects of the past treatment so when the time came to decide
again between the two types of thread I chose the lighter hair silk. The
next object requiring work on the buttonholes was GAL 1920.1.2029. This
man's coat was quite rough and heavy - quite a departure from the silk
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gentlemen’s garments I had been working on previously. I was therefore
very surprised with the strength of the buttonholes worked in the hair silk.
The visual interference was much less however I still felt that the thread
offered adequate protection. From this point on I felt I had developed my
judgment-to the point that I was satisfied with how I evaluated which major
thread type should be used.

1977.3.1 and 1920.1.2029 after treatment

One of the more frustrating objects to treat was GAL 1962.108.50.
This was a mid nineteenth century skirt and bodice. It is currently in a form
most fashionable in the 1850's however there is extensive evidence for
alterations in both the skirt and the bodice. The main area in need of
conservation was the top section of the skirt. Over the lifespan of this skirt,
the waistline had been sewn in various forms at different heights, perhaps
signifying a new owner or simply changes in fashion. Notably, there is one
fold line with a significant point in the centre front perhaps signifying that
this ensemble was first constructed in the 1840’s. The fabric is of a style
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that indicates that this could be possible. The waistline seems to have
been constructed in roughly the same manner for all alterations. The
excess at the top was folded to the inside and the folded edge was then
pleated and gathered to a separate waistband and sewn edge to edge. In
its current form the waistband is a plain-woven tape roughly 4-5
centimeters wide of a cellulosic fibre, most likely cotton or linen. There are
approximately 4 or 5 different fold lines indicating previous waistlines not
including the current waistline. As the silk of the skirt has aged and
become more brittle, it has begun to split along these areas of weakness.
As these fold lines span the entire top area of the skirt and often cross
one another, there is a wide area of relative weakness in the skirt.
Previous treatment had been undertaken to support this area by the
addition of a section of silk crepeline attached at the inside waistband and
split areas were couched down to this support fabric. However, when this
treatment was undertaken, the splitting was not as extensive and some
areas of splitting were farther down than the support fabric reaches
necessitating additional patches. A greater issue was the lack of width in
the support fabric. The silk of the skirt is quite densely pleated into the
waistband in some areas and the support fabric was not given adequate
width to follow the pleats. Various areas of couching have been worked
over time and in a certain area the support fabric pulls in an odd way as it
has been stretched to accommodate many areas of damage.
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1962.108.50 before treatment
A final issue arose with the choice of the support fabric. The silk crepeline
chosen was adequate for the flatter areas of splitting however the silk had
a loose enough weave that it began to distort significantly as it was
manipulated into certain areas like the crisp, deep pleats. With a greater
number of attached points the accumulated weight of the skirt pulled more
heavily on the support fabric than at the time the support fabric was
selected. For the areas that fell beyond the support fabric I used a predyed silk pongee as a support fabric in response to this observation. In
places that were covered by the previous support fabric, I couched the silk
of the skirt to it. Ideally I would have preferred that the previous treatment
be reversed, as the degradation of these weak areas would continue
especially as the ensemble remains a popular choice for exhibition. The
time allotted for did not allow for this type of extensive treatment. While I
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felt that a disservice was done to the object, in this case the realities of an
exhibit-driven institution took precedence.
Reflections on French Treatment Styles
My experiences treating these two objects are representative of two
themes I experienced working in at the Galliera. The first is that of the
heavy reliance on silk materials for restauration work. As I have
mentioned, the vast majority of materials for conservation were silk fabrics
of various weights and weaves as well as the two weights of silk thread. O
spoke with my supervisor about what appeared to me to be a deliberate
limitation on the types of materials available. Sylvie mentioned that part of
that comes from the culture of conservation in France where the use of
silk in this way is the accepted standard. As well, this was the culture that
she was trained in and this results in a certain preference for these types
of materials. The choice of what materials are used is based mostly upon
the conservator’s judgment through observation of both the object and the
material, a preference for silk is sustained through the conservator’s
judgment that silk offers the best support for the object. This judgment is
not wrong but it does limit the expectations for experimentation with new
materials. This offers some explanation for why the culture of conservation
in France relies so heavily on silk.
The second theme reflected in the choice of materials is one very
commonly found in museums where conservation staff have to work within
the confines of available resources. This was the case both with stitchbased treatments and also affected my dyeing supplies. Since my time
with the Galliera I have spoken with the other students in my program
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about their experiences in museums and they have observed the same
theme. While the lack of physical resources is unfortunately common, it
often falls to the conservator to make the best of what is available. This
offers a particular challenge for conservator however the nature of the
work we do requires that we employ problem solving skills with every
project. While the minimal resources required some additional work on my
part, in general I was happy to practice my problem solving skills in a
situation that is entirely too common for conservators everywhere.

Experiences Outside of the Conservation Lab

On my weekends in Paris I endeavored to do at least one cultural
activity. I was not always successful as often other factors intervened but I
would like to take the time to talk about some of my most notable
experiences. One area of Paris that I returned to time and again was the
fabric district around Marché St-Pierre in Montmartre. My interest in
textiles extends beyond the conservation lab and I enjoy making highly
accurate reproductions of historic garments. I was very inspired by the
many beautiful eighteenth century garments that I was exposed to during
my time with the Galliera. I did my best to document and take pictures of
details to further my explorations of the details of historic costume. One
object that was included in the Versailles exhibit but that did not require
conservation work was a red quilted silk and linen ensemble. Dating to the
1770-1780’s, this ensemble is visually stunning with the bright red of the
silk and the all-over hand quilting. I was quite inspired to try to recreate
this ensemble however the reality is that I won’t be able to tackle the scale
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of this project for quite some time as of course my schooling takes priority.
I was, however, able to get quite close and do a thorough examination of
the construction details and create a diagram of the cut of the skirt. The
fabric district in Paris was the perfect place to search for a suitable fabric.
What was the most exciting aspect of the fabric district was the sheer
range and size of selection that allowed me to be extremely discerning
about the types of fabric I bought. This was a completely new concept for
me as I have never had the opportunity to be truly discerning and match
the fabrics to my designs rather than vice versa. It was interesting to use
the same skills I use in the lab with matching support fabrics to the object
in a commercial environment. In this case I was successful and found
some red china silk in the exact shade and weight best suited for this
project. I spent several weekends in search of the perfect fabric for
various projects I have wished to attempt.
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The dress on a mannequin
prepared for display, and the
fabric I purchased in Monmatre
to recreate it.
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One historical site that stands out in
my memory was the church of St
Germain des Près. The church is quite
old, having been founded in the 6th
century, although the earliest existing
parts of the current church only dates
to the 12th and 13th centuries. Many of
the churches I visited, while still
somewhat in use as spiritual sites,
were mainly used by foreign tourists as
attractions. What was clear to me was

A 13th century statue of a smiling
Virgin Mary

that this church was a living church for the local community, not just in a
spiritual sense. The church clearly filled community roles with visible
meeting spaces as well as an exhibit of local photography. Local French
people were visiting the site as well as a certain number of foreign
tourists, myself included of course. The site had clearly been reinvented
into. The side chapels continued to function as spaces dedicated to a
specific saint however at the same time they also acted as spaces to help
interpret the site with panels describing what was on display. They also
served as galleries to display artwork, both old and new. A chapel
containing a fragment of a smiling statue of Mary dating to the 13th century
was next to a chapel that displayed contemporary religious art created in
the last 50 years. The differences were not incongruous, instead they
worked together to create a space that fulfilled many roles.
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At the end of May an opportunity arose to allow me to go to the
opera for the first time in my life. The opera was the third instalment of
Wagner’s ring cycle, The Twilight of the Gods, and was held at Opera
Bastille.
My experience at the opera started even before I set foot inside.
There were many people clustered outside the door with signs that read
“une place S.V.P” begging for a ticket. Where I come from that might be
acceptable outside a hockey arena but I have never seen so many people
actually begging for tickets to a cultural event! Even trying to find a seat
was a challenge in this very excited crowd. Two very large lines snaked in
both directions from the lobby. Eventually I realized there actually was no
end to either of the lines because they both just pushed up against a
pillar! I stood about the sort of end of a line I chose at random, hoping it
was the right one. I was very lucky. There was a French woman who
seemed very chatty, talking to those around her, and when the line started
moving she seemed to know where she was going. I decided I would just
follow her. This was a very good decision. I ended up in the second row in
the middle balcony with a great view thanks to her guidance!
While waiting for the opera to begin, I turned to watching the people
around me which was extremely entertaining. People were constantly
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shifting around between seats, always trying for a better one. When a man
in the row in front of me removed the programs he had been using to save
three seats, there was a great scramble and you can be sure the woman
I followed up the stairs grabbed one of those seats! There was a real
sense of community in my section (despite the battle for seats) and there
were lively conversations about the opera going on all around me.
Complete strangers would get extra copies of the programs and hand
them out along the row. I forgot to grab a program when trying to navigate
through the lobby so I was quite glad to get one!
Eventually the opera itself began. It was, of course, performed in German,
but there were French subtitles displayed above the stage. I managed
better than I expected following the French subtitles and my knowledge of
the major plot points. I was hoping for something more traditional from the
set and costumes as I’m usually not a fan of ultra-contemporary
interpretations. My wishes went unfulfilled but I was not disappointed! The
contemporary set and costumes required some real thought and
interpretation which I enjoyed puzzling out. And when that failed, I just
enjoyed the wackiness! There was always something to watch and look
at, the stage itself, the subtitles, or the orchestra pit, I was fully
entertained.
Some highlights from this interpretation of Wagner’s classic opera; the
three Norns in little black dresses and purses, a 1970′s style suit in green
complete with bellbottoms, half a canoe getting dragged around the stage,
men dressed as barmaids complete with hands-on-hips bobbing and
dancing (and twirling!), and a really amazing valkyrie with a really fabulous
quilted dress.
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While in Paris I was able to meet with two emerging professionals
who shared some of my interests. The first was Katy Werlin, a student at
the Fashion Institute of New York who is completing a Masters in History
of Fashion. She and I first encountered each other online where we
corresponded, mostly about eighteenth century fashion topics. She had
also received a travel grant and was seeing, it seemed, every major
region of Europe in a three month span. She and I decided to go and see
Le Châteaux Vaux le Vicomte, which is not far from Paris. The châteaux
was having one of its candle-lit evenings and Katy suggested that we go. I
had a wonderful time walking in the Gardens. Having already visited
Versailles it was very interesting to see its precursor and examine the
differences. As it grew dark the staff at the site lit the candles and we
began our tour of the châteaux. It seemed to be a popular attraction, as
the rooms were crowded with people. However I was completely
distracted by the damage taking place by the candles liberally placed in
the rooms! As well there were no barriers between the visitors and the
tapestries found in many rooms. While I enjoyed some of the more recent
exhibits on the lower level and in the basement, much of period rooms
were lost on me as I was very distracted by the obvious conservation
issues. Later I spoke with my supervisor about what I had seen and she
mentioned that Vaux le Vicomte was privately owned and operated. The
directors of the site are not limited by the guidelines put in place in publicly
operated sites. I believe that the difference in management techniques
would have been clear even to non-conservators.
The second individual I met with in Paris was Jessica Régimbald, a
student at the art conservation course in Kingston, Ontario, Canada.
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Jessica is in the second year of the program and is specializing in paper
conservation. I actually did not hear about Jessica from my contacts in
Canada, rather she was at Galliera’s conservation atelier one morning and
we were introduced. She and I spoke about the links between textiles and
paper conservation and it was very informative to hear about how the
main concerns differ. For example, generally when wet cleaning textiles,
the object is dried as quickly as possible to stop any dye bleeding. For
paper the main concern is cockling of the surface as it dries so paper
objects are dried very slowly in a press or under tension to prevent this
from happening. Jessica and I stayed in Paris and did not see any specific
attractions however we did see the recent movie Midnight in Paris which
in and of itself was an experience as one of the opening scenes showed
the very theatre that we were viewing the movie in!
Another memorable time during my study trip was visiting Bruges
for a weekend. The city was filled with tourists however it was small
enough that the
number of
tourists did not
feel
overwhelming,
unlike some
areas of Paris.
The architecture
of Bruges was
truly fascinating.

Antique lace bobbins I purchased at an antiques fair in
Bruges

The city retains many medieval buildings which gives it its characteristic
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look. The tourist shops were filled with tapestries and pieces of lace and
while I did purchase some charming tapestry pillow covers, my favourite
purchase was the 32 antique lace bobbins I found at an antiques and craft
fair. I look forward to exploring the complexities of lace making sometime
in the future.
I was very fortunate to have Sylvie Brun as my supervisor for this
study trip not just for her expertise in textile conservation but also because
of her caring and welcoming nature. All of the staff at Musée Galliera were
eager to tell me about France but Sylvie went out of her way and invited
me to visit her family home in Rheims for a weekend. I visited Rheims on
the last weekend of July, the 29th to the 31st. This marked the beginning of
the summer holidays for
many people in France.
Rheims was no exception
and, according to Sylvie, was
very quiet. The number of
empty chairs in the café
seemed to support this!
Fewer people did nothing to
lower my enjoyment of the
weekend and, in fact, it was a
relief from the busy streets of

Paris. Sylvie was eager to
Rabbit with shallot-cream sauce and green
beans.

introduce me to aspects of

French culture but also the culture of the champagne region of France. My
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visit corresponded with the beginning of the season for mirabelles, small
yellow plums particular to this region. We bought some mirabelles while
grocery shopping and the French shoppers seemed just as eager to buy
them as I was! Sylvie also taught me how to cook a classic dish of rabbit
with a shallot cream sauce. It was lovely! Definitely one of the best meals I
had in France.!

Conclusion
I am satisfied with my experiences in France and with the Galliera
and I feel I accomplished my learning goals:
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

To expand the amount of treatments completed
− I completed treatments on a total of 25 objects
To document these treatments in the interest of recording and
examining learning
− I completed documentation and photography for every object
I treated as well as maintaining a personal log of my work
To experience the unique challenges of working with costume
− The many three-dimensional objects I worked on provided
many opportunities to experience the particular challenges
of costume
To work within the confines of the resources available in a
museum-focused lab
− This was a particular challenge that I continually
encountered. I was able to work within these restrictions and
achieve and acceptable result
To use exposure to the collection as an opportunity to learn about
object composition and manufacturing processes
− I was able to learn not only from the objects that I personally
treated but also from the objects that others were working on
around me which included not only many pieces of costume
but also shoes and related accessories
To gain experience with the different methods employed in a
French conservation lab
− Again this particular learning objective permeated my time at
the Galliera
To expand conservation vocabulary in both English and French
− This occurred both organically over time during my work and
also deliberately as I contributed to a dictionary of common
terms that my supervisor was working on
To gain exposure to conservation labs in Paris in addition to the
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host lab
− I was able to visit several other locations in Paris like an
archaeological conservation lab
In addition to completing my learning objectives, I feel I was
thoroughly exposed to French culture. Interesting discussions with my
French colleagues offered a great opportunity to exchange ideas and to
learn about French society. The only thing I would do differently would be
to try to see more historic sites and attractions, however they will still be
there for future holidays in France.
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Appendix 1

Map showing
key locations
in Europe

Map showing key locations in the world
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Map showing key locations in Paris

Maps were copied from http://maps.google.co.uk/ on the 22nd of October
2011.
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Appendix 2
Images of tickets from various cultural sites that I visited.
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